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Basic conversation questions in english pdf

In this English lesson, you'll learn how to ask basic questions and how to answer them. There are several expressions that we can use to ask questions when asking questions is the best way to practice English conversation. The topics in this English lesson are This English lesson you'll learn by asking more than 100
basic questions and how to answer them. You could learn by asking questions related to, personal information, introducing yourself and saying hello, Shopping related questions, Questions by name, for example, and asking someone's opinion and suggestion. These questions will help you keep the conversation going.
So, let's start. Personal Information Questions Introducing Yourself and Saying Hello Shopping Questions Asking Something Specific Question Questions using the word Like Asking for An Opinion &amp; Suggestions Each of these topics has several examples of questions and sometimes shows you how to ask other
things with the same question. Personal information questions What is your name? My name is Jacob, where are you from? I'm from London, where did you come from? I come from London This is another way to ask the question, where are you from? What's your last name? Brown What's your last name? My last
name is Brown. This is another way to ask someone's last name. The last name and surname shall mean the same. What is your name? My name is John. What is your address? I'll stay, 13 United Street. Where do you live? I live in England. What's your phone number? My number is 845 676 What is your email
address? You can email me john@gmail.com how old are you? Thirty-eight. I'm thirty-eight years old. When and where were you born? I was born in London in 1974. Are you married? No I have one Yes, I'm married What is your marital status? I'm married. What are you doing? is what your job is? I'm an English
teacher. I teach English in high school. Where did you go? I went shopping with a friend. What do you buy? We bought some new clothes for sale. Where have you been? I was in London at the weekend. Do you have a car/work/house/etc?? yes, I have a hatch back. yes, I'm driving a sedan. The hatch back car has a
full-width door in the back that opens upwards to provide easy access to loading. The sedan car is a four-door vehicle that is often seated by four to five people and has characteristics such as a closed roof. Do you have a house? No, I live in an apartment. Do you have children? Yes, I have three children – two boys and
a daughter. No, not yet. Can you play tennis? yes, I can play tennis. No, I play football. Do you speak english? No, I can't speak Chinese. yes, I can. But I'm not free, I'm learning to speak English. Could you speak English when you were five years old? Yes, I could speak English when I was five years old. No, I couldn't.
English is not my mother tongue. Introducing Yourself and Saying Hello How Are You Doing? that you're going. Look at. How are you? Fine thank you. And you? Shopping How can I help you? Can I help you? Yes. I'm looking for a sweater. No, thanks, I'm just looking around. Can I try it? Of course, the dressed rooms
are there. Do you have anything bigger? Of course, we've got bigger sizes as well. How much does it cost? How much is it? This shirt is for $50 How would you like to pay? I'd like to pay in cash. Can I pay by credit card? For sure. We accept all the main cards. Asking something specific question What is it? It's a cute
watch. What time is it? The clock is one. Can I open the window? For sure. It's very hot in the office today! Is there a bakery nearby? Yes. There is a bakery, the next corner, and it is next to the bank. Where is the nearest bank? The nearest bank is located on the united street. Who wrote this article? Michelle wrote this
article In The Sun is also rising. Are there any rice? yes, there's a lot of rice left. Are there any sandwiches? No, there's no sandwich left. Is this your book? No, I think it's his book. How is it? It's Henry. My Sister's Fiance Questions Using the Word Like What Would You Like To Do On Weekends? I love playing cricket,
reading and listening to pop music. What does she look like? She's tall and slender with blond hair. What would you like to eat? I prefer burger, chips and soda. What is it? It is an interesting country for many things to see and do. What's the time? It's raining right now. Do you want coffee? Yes, thank you. I'd like coffee.
Do you want to drink something? Thank you. Could I have a cup of coffee and some cake? Asking for an opinion what is it about? It's about a young girl who has a lot of adventure. What do you think of this book? I think the book is very interesting. Is it difficult to prepare for IELTS? This is not where your practice is right.
What is your opinion on Donald Trump as America's president? That's a good question, too, I'm speech-by. How was the movie? It was very interesting. You should watch it. How do you feel about Clara? The room was quite small and the bathroom was quite small. Suggestions How about I pick you up at eight on my
way to the airport? Great. I'll see you. how about someone for lunch? Yes! Of course, I'm hungry. Why don't you take some time and relax? That's a good idea. What are we going to do tonight? Let's go see the movie. Why don't we go to see an old friend this afternoon? Yes, that sounds like a great idea. I have nothing



to wear to the party. You could wear your Blue Jacket and black shoes. Did you know that an English conversation can make you a fun adventure? Talking (talking) with others in English opens up a whole new world of opportunities. Thanks to English, you will be able to speak to people who do not speak your mother
tongue. This allows you to hear ideas and opinions from people who grew up in different cultures. You could even make new lifelong friends! Speaking English will also be an adventure because you will probably feel a bit nervous and excited. But You push your English speaking comfort zone and just open your mouth,
you feel so accomplished (proud) and motivated to keep learning! Plus, your English will improve a lot if you have more conversations. So let's get started! To help you on this journey, we have created a friendly guide to english conversation for beginners filled with useful, simple phrases— from greetings and small
speeches to parting—that will take you to your first conversation adventure. Starting English ConversationJa you need to push start having conversations in English, watch the clip below for motivation. Then any polite conversation begins with a greeting (saying hello). There are many ways to say hello to someone, and
your choice will depend on who you're talking to. It can be an informal conversation with a friend or acquaintance (someone you know, but not very well). Or you can use a more formal dialogue if an English conversation with a colleague, teacher, stranger or government employee.Informal greetingsLet starts with
informal greetings. Here's how you can say hello: Hello! (A universal greeting that works for each conversation.) Hi! (Neutral and friendly greeting.) Hi! (Informal and relaxed greeting.) Regards! (It's pretty formal and rare these days, but it can be used humorously among friends.) Formally greetingsFormer way to greet
someone, use the model good + [time of day]:Good morning! (Booked at any time before noon.) Good afternoon! (Usually used between noon and 5-6 p..m.) Good evening! (Anytime after 17.m e.) Remember that a good night usually means you say goodbye. It is also commonly used just before bedtime. Introduction
What if you've never met the person you're talking to? Then, after greeting them, it would be polite to introduce yourself and ask for your name. Here's how: My name is _____. What is your name? (It's simple, neutral and always works well!) If you once met someone, but you don't remember their name, you can say, I'm
sorry, I don't remember your name. Are you...? (It's a little more informal.) If you want to introduce a person to someone else, you can simply say: Please meet + [name] Please check out my friend Tom! (Official introduction) That's + [name] It's Tom! (Joint introduction) Now that you've introduced yourself, use one of the
phrases below to respond to someone's introduction. Nice to meet you! (Most often) Nice to meet you! (Simple and polite) It's a pleasure! (Informal but nice) You can hear the first in this video where two people meet for the first time and then start a conversation. Even better, since this video is available at FluentU, you
don't have to worry about the lack of words. Just click on interactive subtitles for immediate definition. There are also cards, fun quizzes and other built-in learning tools. Watch the free FluentU trial to watch this video and thousands of other real-time English videos using all Features. Making A Small Talk englishGriza
work! You already have a conversation in English! After you've exchanged words and greeted each other, you can go on to make some small talk. Small talks are common in many English-speaking countries, particularly in the US, Canada and England. It is considered polite to add a small start to the conversation before
talking about the subject matter of the conversation, whether it is personal or professional. The most common (common) question is: How are you? In fact, it is so common that it becomes automatic for people to say, even if they hardly know the person! How have you often even been seen as part of the greeting (i.e. Hi,
how are you?). That's how necessary it has become! There are several ways to ask someone how they do: How are you? / How are you doing? (Neutral) How's it going? (More informal) How are things? (Informal) how to go? (Very informal) The interesting thing about asking these questions is that the answer is not really
necessary. Unless you are very close friends with someone, they are not expecting you to tell them an honest answer about their day, as this funny video shows: Instead of a simple answer and how you're off to have a typical enough conversation in English: It's going well, thank you. How are you? Fine thank you. And
yourself? Note that you often hear people say: I'm good when they mean they are good and doing well. I'm good at being grammatically wrong in this context, but it's very common to speak English, just like some other mistakes English speakers make, so be careful! Small discussion can also be the main purpose of the
conversation, especially if you talk to people you don't know and are unlikely to meet again. There are many ways to use a small talk successfully, even if you are still getting comfortable with English conversation for beginners. Asking and answering questions in a conversation is an exchange of ideas, questions and
thoughts. The best way to keep the conversation going is to ask questions! There are two types of questions that you can ask: closed and untized questions. Closed questions are also referred to as Yes/No issues because they aim to approve or reject certain information. For example: Do you have a good day? Have
you just got out of the office? Compare the above examples with the following unseeded questions: They will ask the person to elaborate, that is, to provide more information than simply saying yes or no. How is your day? (Great example of a little talk!) When did you come to the office? What do you think about this
email I sent? Unauty questions usually begin with who, who, where, when and why. They are important to make your English conversation informative and productive. See more examples here. When the person you're talking to asks you a question, listen to keywords, and pay attention to the verb you're using. This will
help you create your own response using Grammar. Don't worry about using complex words — it's good to just keep things up! And if you do not understand a certain question or word, do not be afraid to ask. As a beginner, you may have trouble understanding everything that is said in English. That is good! You're still
learning. Asking for clarificationYou get a good conversation in English, but suddenly you realize that you lost. Maybe the other person is talking too fast. Maybe she has an unfamiliar accent. Maybe you didn't hear the last thing she said. It is perfectly normal to ask for explanations or to repeat something. Just remember
to be polite! If you don't understand anything, let's say a word or even some idea that relates to your conversation, you might say: I'm sorry, I don't understand. Could you please repeat that? I'm sorry, I don't understand. Can you please explain that?or even... Care to elaborate? (This very informal issue is a short version
do you care to elaborate on this?) If you just didn't hear anything, just say it like this: I'm sorry, i didn't hear that. Could you please repeat? I'm sorry, I don't catch it. Can you please repeat?or even... Could you say that again, please? Don't be shy to ask for help. People are usually very happy to explain or repeat
something! Please don't forget to thank them after they do. Bringing an English conversation to CloseSay you have got all the information you need from a person. It's time for you to go. Maybe you're running late and want to keep the conversation short. There's no reason it's always nice to let a person know you can't
continue talking to them much longer. There are many ways to do this depending on the situation. For example, if you're late, say:I have to get going. / It's time for me to go. (It's polite and neutral.) I have to get there— can we continue later? (It's more informal, but also polite.) And if you have all the information you
wanted: Thank you so much for your help! (Very common and useful expression) Got it, thanks! (Very informal and friendly) I think I have everything I need, thank you! (It's formal and can come across as rude if you don't thank the person afterwards for using it with caution.) Using Small Talk to end ConversationHey,
guess what? A small talk can be used at the end of the English conversation too! Before saying goodbye, it's polite to say something like... Have a good day! (It works in any situation.) Enjoy your day! (This is a little more formal.) Good luck! (If a person needs it; it will depend on the situation.) Talk to you soon! (It's
neutral and doesn't necessarily mean that you'll really talk to a person soon.) Great to see you/Great talking to you! (It's informal even more often.) Catch you later! (It's very informal and fun.) And then, the only thing left to do is... Saying Goodbye in EnglishThy one is easy. You really can't go wrong with just a simple
goodbye or bye talking language of the member state. You can also use any small conversation expression to say goodbye. For example: Catch you later! Bye, bye! And as mentioned at the very beginning of this guide... Simple, isn't it? You are now an English conversation master! Having a conversation in English
doesn't have to be complicated. You may feel a bit embarrassed and shy about your English speaking at first, but that's okay. If you are afraid of making a mistake, it is understandable. But mistakes are going to happen when you start with speaking English, it's absolutely normal. Making mistakes is a big part of learning
English conversations for beginners. That's how you get better, so just go for it. Just start talking because now you know what to say! And one more thing ... Want to hear real English conversations without leaving home? It's easy with FluentU.FluentU and includes built-in language learning tools like movie promotions, TV
ads, especially YouTube clips, and more. For example, each video has interactive subtitles. Click on any word for an instant, in-context definition. You'll also see examples of grammar information and sentences. Tap the word fetch, and you see this:After watching the video, FluentU will give you cards, fun quizzes, and
useful questions. In this way, you can be sure that you remember everything you learned. This is the perfect way to learn English, as the mother tongue really uses it. The video is conveniently arranged by format and level (beginner with advanced) so it's super easy to find for those who work for you. The best part is that
you can practice conversational English at FluentU anytime, anywhere on your computer, or with mobile apps for iOS and Android. Android.
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